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WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW ••• IT's

Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast-to-coast
te t of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels
- and only Camels - for 30 con ecutive days, noted
throat specialist , making weekly examinations, reported
NOT O N E SIN G LE CASE OF THROAT IRRITATION DUE TO SMOKING CAMEL S!
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Editorial
There is nothing so important as the choice of FRIENDSHIP: for it both reflects
character and affects it.

A man is known by the company he keeps.

This is an

infallible test; for his thoughts, and desires, and ambitions and loves are revealed
here.

He gravitates naturally to his congenial sphere. And it affects character, for

it is the atmosphere he breathes.

It enters his blood and makes the circuit of his

veins. Some one once asked Admiral Kingsley what was the secret of his strong
joyous life, and he answered, "I had a friend."
On the third of December the Toppers and Towers Magazine will be a year old.
With the exception of the summer when we couldn't print we have continually
strived to promote school spirit, courtesy, respect, cooperation, mutual understanding and friendship between the faculty and students of Western ·State College and
the Bowling Green Business University.
in a group our friends.

We feel that all of you are singularly and

The advertisers, who are the backbone of a publication, have

responded with great enthusiasm, thus proving their interest in the united welfare
of the two schools.
We have much to be thankful for, living in America.

Freedom from fear and

want, freedom of religion, and freedom of speech and press. As a nation we have
learned much and are better educated than any other race in history.

Yet if we

have learned all this at the expense of forgetting the difference between right and
wrong, our knowledge is no more than a blueprint of chaos. The blast of an atomic
'bomb, which exemplifies complete disintegration, will be a fitting end to our civilization.

We, the Editors and Staff of this magazine feel that we know right from

wrong and will continue to serve you in the right way to the best of our ability.
Thus, we want your friendship and we hope that you want ours.

The word Friend-

ship in itself doesn't mean much but the qualities behind the word stand for
everything that you and we believe in. When day is done and you settle down to
rest, why not be able to say to yourself, "I acquired another new friend today."
Dutch Isert
B. U. Editor
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We Cater To Private Parties

And Play

Banquets. Dances and Club
Luncheons

SHUFFLE BOARD
At

Maple Lanes
'h Mile West on High way 68
Students Invited To Join League Play

FINE FOODS
Try Our Open-Pit Barbecue
Phone 2303 For Afternoon Reservations

ARCf-IWAY
INN
Phone 968-W

527 Stale St.
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The sailor ordered two dozen roses to
be sent to his beloved on her 24th birthday. "A rose for every precious year of
your life," his card read. The florist threw
in an extra dozen because the young
fellow was one of his best customers. And
the wedding has not taken place yet.

•

Here's one that just flew in. When a
fa mous magician completed his act of
sawing a lady in half, he thanked her by
saying, "It's been nice halving you ."

•

Breathes there a frosh so abnormal
That he can't be stirred by a low-cut
formal.

•

Modern Girl-Legs by Stein way, body
by F isher, necks by the hour.

•

He: " I can' t see what keeps you girls
from freezing."
She: "You 're not supposed to."

•

Sentry: "Halt! Who goes there?"
Voice: "You wouldn't recognize me
anyway. I'm new here."
Lewie Harmon and George Fortin-"You
tell them wheels you're rolling along."

HOW TO BUY THE PERFECT
LayAway
Now

•

"Too many modern marriages are beefstew marriages," said the prof. to his
class. "The wife's always beefing, and the
husband is always stewed."

•

P assionately he whispered into her
ear, "I just knew I'd love you from the
first moment."
"Darling," she replied, "how could you
possibly know?"
"My fraternity brother told me about
the last date you had with him."

STUDENTS
For All Your Car Needs Go To

LEACH MAN-POTTER
First, decide on a
lasting gift . . . a
gift of jewelry from
Morris Jewelry. Second, come early, if
you can and let us
show you our selection of rings and
watches.

Morris Jewelry Store
408 Main St.
"Bowling Green's Oldest Jewelry Store"

Service Station
"Your Friendly D-X Dealer"

Located Just One Block From B. U .
FOR PROMPT ROAD SERVICE
PHONE 40

L ocated 11th and College S ts.
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SABOTAGE

B. U.

It was a good party. A celebrity (Mrs. and Bob Kister, Bill Flaherty and MarBill Chandler) , a comedian (Tutt Snod- guerite M., Tuffy Jeanette and Cynthia.
grass) and R. P . P . (Roger's Purple PasCharlie Thompson was seen at the
sion) made the birthday party in honor of Boots and Saddle without Edna. What
Mrs. Chandler a successful affair, the few happened? Something new must have
who were only too glad to help her cele- been added.
brate were: George Fortin and Irene, P ug
New Night Club : Woodruff's Night
B. and Tom Radcliffe, Marge and Omar, Club, has wine, women, and song. Not
Betty K. and Bud Wilson, Duke and Made- open to public, membership only.
line, Betty G. and Leary Wood, Wylie and
Overheard Don Riley: "She's as fit as
June, Sam and Corny, Clem Rollins, Ted
a
fiddle
and about the same shape."
Stuart, (Sitting-Bull and Daniel Boone)
In
a
rush, Bill Rudd dashed into a
Roscoe and Tony C. J ust before the party
barber
shop
after the Sadie Hawkins
was over, Daniel Boone wanted to do a
Dance
and
said,
"Cut all three short."
little exploring; but I believe h e was a
three?"
asked
the barber. "Whis"Which
little out of practice, because we thought
kers,
hair,
and
chatter,"
said Rudd.
he was lost, and it was like looking for
Ed Harvey made a hop, skip and a
a needle in a hay stack for about an hour.
One thing I can say, it did add a little jump from W. Va. to check up on the ole
iron grinder (B. U .. .. that is), You may
spice to the party.
Mark Chandler, a Western chap, has have seen him and Polly Ann Neely tobeen taking the B. U. girls away. How gether while he was here.
Charlotte H. and Alton Fulbright are
about this Mary ?
A certain blonde has quite a bit of feel- dating a lot lately, and you can usually
ings about a person at B. U. who won't find them sitting off in a corner in the
give him the right to exercise them. Have Inn. Something great might come of this.
Not a bad looking couple at that.
a heart he's only human.
What does Jim (Adolescence) Philips
George Smith seems to be interested in have : Sadie Hawkins Dance he was offera cute telephone operator, George-what's ed drinks, girls, transportation, everything
wrong with the girls that go to B. U.?
paid; but he still wouldn't go. Come on
Dennis Vaughn has been seen quite a bit ADOLESCENCE give the goO)) little girls
with Pat Gaant. P arty! Party! Also, you a break.
Leta Lewis and Frank Martin have
see together are: J oe Harman and Jean
Angel, Ruby Moore and Ted Stuart, Louie been making it pretty steady, although
Rahall and Poppy Hagan, Shirley Smith there might be a SP AT or SLAP once in
a while the explosion may end up into a
grand sensation.
CAR OWNERS!
A pin has been added-we see Beth
Francis wearing Harold Greenfield's Frat
For Complete Car Repair
Pin. Beth says, this TOP PER is tops.
J ack Mac. and Faye W. have been
Take Your Car To
fued'en and fight'en, but by the time you

Wallace Motor Co.
Your Ford Agency

Buy HIS

SeTvice on All Makes Cars
OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT HAS
Motor Tune-Up
Paint Shop

Brake Service
Wash and Grease

F or Wrecker Service Call
284 or 2814

Christmas Gift
Where HE
Would Select it

WARR:EN'S MEN'S STORE
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read this, I hope everything is running
along smooth again.
Daryl Bates and Betty Sue had a wonderful time at the Sadie Hawkins Dance.
This was the first time Betty Sue was ever
in B. G., but she seemed to have made a
hit with everyone. Hey Daryl, now we
know why you like to go home on weekends.
Dot Sugg-who is that handsome fellow from Western we see you with so
often? No secrets .. . please.
Betty and Lowe Callem went to Eastern
State to see their boy friends . . . or
should I say the football game.
Jim Le Grande and Louie Harman are
seen quite often at the Boots and Saddle.
Could be they are just checking up on
some of their intelligent brainstorms.
Why is it: Joe Daffer and Glen Henson
usually come laughing into Psychology
class . . . what is it that is so funny? Not
Psychology I know.
Boys . . . did you say you wanted a
new victim for your little BLACK book.
Well then for this issue let me introduceBetty Jean Jones from Florida. She is a
very nice looking co-ed.
Skippy . . . when is Bobbie coming
down from Murray again, I can say this
Murray seems to be quite the PLACE of
INTEREST for a lot of us.
Bobby Faxon and Betty Lou Palmer
are another steady couple you see quite
a bit.
. The Thanksgiving Dinner was what
we have all been thinking about for so
long; and if you didn't have a wonderful
holiday, let me Wish EACH AND
EVERYONE OF YOU A MERRY
CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW
YEAR.

C7t~
• BA ND BOX CLEANERS.

Instructor (after breath-taking spin):
"I bet 50 % of the people down there
thought we were going to be killed."
Cadet: "And 50 % of the people up
here thought so, too."

•

Reporter: "I've got a perfect news
story."
Editor: "Man bite dog?"
Reporter: "No, bull throws professor."

•

A professor is a man whose job is to
tell students how to solve the problems
of life which he himself has tried to avoid
by becoming a professor.

•
•
"Gosh, that girl's built like a house."
"She's plastered, too."
•
An engineer wandered into a tennis

Everybody likes to see a broad smile,
especially if she smiles at him.

tournament and sat down on a bench.
"Whose game?" he asked.
A shy young thing sitting next to him
looked up hopefully. "I am," she replied.

•

"Well, Johnny, how did you get along
in school today?"
"Okay, Mother, but that new teacher
is always asking us fool questions. Today
she asked everybody where they were
born."
"Well, you certainly knew the answer
to that-the General HospitaL"
"Betcha life I know! But I didn't want
the whole class to think I was a sissy. I
said the Yankee Stadium."

•

Irate father: "What's the idea of bringing my daughter home at eight- thirty in
the morning?"
Voice over the phone: "Well, you see,
sir, I had a class at nine."

Royal Barn Florist
"Flowers That Speak

Phone 877
220 13th St.
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For You"

926 10th St.

Located For Your Convenience

We Deliver
Bowling Green,

Kentu cky

516 E. 10th

Phone 2262
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The world's greatest optimist is the
old maid who pulls down a folding bed
and then looks under it.

•

The best way to get a good, lasting
finish on your car is to try and beat the
train to a crossing.

•

A broker sought admission to the
pearly gates.
"Who are y ou? " said St. Peter.
"I am a Wall Street broker."
"What do you want?"
"I want to get in."
"What have you done that entitles
you to admission?"
"Well, I saw a decrepit woman on
Broadway the other day, and gave her
tw o cents."
" Gabriel, is that on the records?"
"Yes, St. Peter."
"What else have you done?"
"Well, I crossed the Brooklyn Bridge
the other night and met a newsboy half
frozen to death and gave him a penny."
"Grabriel, is that on the records?"
"Yes, St. Peter."
" What else have you done?"
"That's all I can think of."
"What do you think we ought to do
with this guy, Gabriel?"
"Give him back his three cents and
tell him to go to h ---!"

•

Give an athlete an inch and he'll take
a foot. But let him take it. Who wants
athlete's foot?
For Good Clean Eating
TRY

Check's Grill
And
For Good Clean F un
TRY

December, 1949

Old Maid: "Has the canary had its
bath yet?"
Servant: "Yes, ma'am. You can come
in now."

•

It happened at Opening Dance:
Girl: "Wait right here for me, Bill,
while I go powder my nose.
Girl: (three dances later): Been waiting long, Bill?
Bill: "No, but I've been looking all
over for you to give you your compact."

•

For years and years, the two sexes
have been racing for supremacy. Now
they have settled down to neck an d
neck.

•

New Student: "How is the girl situ ation here at B. U .?"
Old Student: "My boy, never have so
many pursued so few with so much
and obtained so little."

•

He: "If I had a million dollars, do you
know where I'd be?"
She: "I'll say! You'd be on OUR
honeymoon!"

•

Advertisement: "You get the girl, we'll
do the rest."
Young groom: "That hardly seem s
fair."

•

My lady, be wary of Cupid
And listen to the lines of this verse,
To let a fool kiss you is stupid,
To let a kiss fool you is worse.
Drinks

F ountain Ser vice

"The Best In Food
Specializing In

Check's Billiard Parlor

BAR-B-Q OF ALL KINDS

"A G ood Place T o Meet Friends"

And

523 10th

N ext To The Armory

WHOLE COUNTRY HAMS
At

Dollar Bros. Shoe Co.

FREDDIE'S

417 Park Row

1h Mile North Bridge

Fine Shoes Fitted by X -Ray

On L ouisville Road

Bowling Green, Ky.

Phone 9134

Bowling Green, K y.
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CHARM
WILMA JANE GERSTLE
Business University
Middlesboro, Ky.

DOROTHY AGNEW

Western
Owensboro, Ky.
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GOSSIP - - - Western

vV11eels

Merry Christmas! Yes, it's that time pity sake don't go stag to an event like
of the year again. It doesn't seem pos- this! !
Bobby Lively seems to have picked out
sible but it's about here. Everyone always
looks forward to the vacation time and a girl that thinks and does the same way
well that they should. After working hard he does. Wenonah White is a mighty fine
for months we students think it's about girl and we think your choice is wise,
time we had some time off. But I bet Bobby.
And how many of you were at the
you want he hear some news and stuff, so
Sadie Hawkins' Party at the gymn last
lets get into the swing of things.
Looks like George Simpson didn't like month? When everyone is dressed as silly
my advice, but I'll have to admit with as they were, they could act as silly as
the change he made it certainly wasn't they wanted to-and I do mean silly. But
downward. We all think Alma Penick everyone sure did have a good time. Boy,
is as pretty and fine a girl as they come. Gene and Orner really made a show, and
She will be sorta hard to keep up with, we must not forget the Wolf Gal-none
though, because there are plenty of fishes other than Mary Foreman. And what
about Griff-Margaret Griffin to those
in the sea as far as she is concerned.
This is the second year for another few who don't know who I mean-don't
couple on the hill-don't you think that you think she made a great M. C.? She's
Gwen Keith and James McChesney make tops! ! !
We are sorry Judy Lewis was out of
a very fine looking pair? They seem to
have a lot in common, so we hope they school for a while. We are sure Bill N ewcontinue to be the best of pals (joke)! ! man missed her! By the way, what hapAnd I know all of us here on the Hill pened to Bob Carter? I thought that you
want to congratulate those girls that are all were quite that way about each other.
candidates for Military Queen. If you But then you never can tell.
Then there is Bobo Davenport! Do
haven't heard who they are by now I'll
you
know him? There's a fine boy for
take time to let you know. They are Betty
Sue Webb, Lou Nell Russell, Mary Ruth you if you don't take all he says too serP age, Dot Agnew, Mary McLain, Joanne iously. Lately he's been dating Maxine
Puckett, and Josephine Rigsby. Anyone Lovell-don't you think they make a fine
of these girls would make a wonderful couple?
Now for some of those cute girls that
queen so our hats are off to you, girls!
should be on your date list:
Now that you know who all is going
Cole en Davis is quite the gal. She has
to be there, I'm sure that you have made
plans to go, too. Friday, December 9, 1949, dated Bob Preston, but that doesn't mean
is the big day. I want to see all you boys anything. Cole en is cute enough to be able
taking a date to the biggest winter social to take her choice. Put her on your list
event-now don't forget this is a big date, boys, because she has what it takes. Then
so ask her early! But if your favorite gal there are three girls from Louisville that
has already been asked-which is likely- are quite the thing. Take your choice and
just go ahead and ask someone else. For maybe, if you are lucky, you can work a
date in. I hear they are dated up pretty
much now; but never fear, boys, there's
See U s For Your Xmas Cards
always a chance. Oh, yes, maybe I should
tell you their names-Ann Thomas, Lil
Henson, and Marg Berry. Princeton seems

DODSON CLOTHES
"The Friendly Men's Store"

Kelley O ffice Equ ipment Co.
1004 State St.

211 Main

Bowling Green, Ky.
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to turn out a wonderful crop of beauties.
Among this years' is Nancy Cardin. Can't
you just imagine what a wonderful time
you could have with her. Oszie seems to
be first at present, but I bet Willard runs
close for that number one position. Who
knows maybe a dark h orse could come in
and win. Beliaeve me, it would b e worth
a try. And do you like a jumpy, lively,
on the ball gal-then I have just the one
for you. Helen Hardy certainly has these
characteristics and a personality plus.
Don't leave her off your list, boys, because
she's swell. Well, there's another bunch,
take your choice!
Boy , Johnny Baker must be one boy
that all the girls fall for. Besides an "old"
affair, there was Dimple not too many
months back. You would have thought
they were ready for a preacher any day;
but being quite the boy, Johnny stayed
single. But guess who his love is now?
I could give you a hundred guesses, but
you would need only one. We all know
that Georgianna Mitchell was around a
good bit (she and Dimple were the best of
friends) so I guess Johnny decided to take
her out. See what it leads to ? ? ? ?
With Louise gone, John Porter is looking around for another girl. I've seen
him dating Dot Agnew some-wonder if
she fills an old shoe or is she on her own.
Let's watch and see ! !
And what about Mayme ! ! ! I heard
that she was engaged to a boy back home,
but I can't see it. Jay Baker evidently is
quite smitten with her, but just where
does Paul Fenwick come in? Believe me,
boys, Mayme is a cute girl and maybe you
want to fight over her (I'm sure she
wouldn't mind), but there are many other
cute and attractive girls on the Hill. You
both ought to give them a chance! Patsy
is the gal.
Lucy, what happened to Shorty? At
the speed you were going, I would
have thought you would be married by
now; but no soap ! ! Seems as though
J. H. Coles has entered the picture again.
Just where does he fit in ? ? ?
Jo Thomas and Bill Painter make a
fine pair. At dancing they are tops, and
I think they would ' make a fine couple
to stay together for keeps. Wonder if
they will? I seriously doubt it.
Another new twosome on the Hill is
Charlie Hoover and Corky. They seem to
be hitting it off pretty strongly together.
Is it love, or is it love ? ? ?
Charlie Blair and Val Booth sure do
cut a rug together. They seem to enjoy

9

dancing and
, well, maybe that's
between them.
Cliff Coleman certainly does go to
Owensboro quite frequently-wonder the
reason! A Miss Harris couldn't possibly
be the cause, so it must just be Love for
the town.
L. A. Morgan sure is rushing Lorene
Caudell again this year. They make a fine
couple, but I wonder what that girl at
U. K. thinks about all this, L. A. ? ? ?
Bobby York took a flying trip to see
her O. A. O. You know who. Must be wonderful. Love, that is. Tell me, Bobby, how
do you feel about the ole saying "Love
makes the world go 'round"? Personally,
I think whoever said it was crazy. There
just "ain't no justice."
Rumor has it that Gwyn Sherrill had
quite a Halloween. Right, Gwyn? Incidentally, anybody got any ole spare tires
you aren't using? If so, call Gwyn, I'm
sure he can use them.
"Moany" Beard, shaved head and all,
was doin' all right Friday night at the
Homecoming Dance. I think his gal was
imported from Louisville. Connections, no
doubt.
Lou Nell Russell, sho' had it made
Homecoming week-end. Two different
fellers for both dances and (get this) two
different orchids. Lou, is there some hidden technique to acquiring such things?
Lt me know, will you? I'm dying of envy!
There's a certain handsome brute (or
so he thinks) on this Hill that seems to
specialize in giving a gal the ole line"light of my life," but it doesn't take long
for that flame to die away. Why doesn't
someone give the "cad" the same deal?
On second thought, there's some more
belonging in this category.
Rip Gish was in a gala mood Friday
night of Homecoming. Need I tell you
why? Looked like ole times, Rip and Ida
together again. Too bad week-ends are so
short, isn't it?
Speaking of old times, there are always
these few that stick strictly to one. By that
I mean steadiness. I can't figure out the
percentage in that. Could it be companionship they're seeking or what? Oh no,
it couldn't be love, or could it? Oh well,
you tell me. By the way I saw several of
these so-called steadies at the Homecoming
dance Rodney and Betty Sue, Gene R. and
Betty S., Johnny Baker and his gal, Sonny and Clara, etc.
Is it true what they say about Dixie?
Oh, pardon me! Wrong line. What I meant
(Continued on page 12)
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A Round \Vith "Dutch"
Another day, another dollar madeand two spent. That's the way it goes
though and here we go, off on another
month. First, on behalf
of myself and the staff I
would like t o apologize
to all of you for the magazine coming out late the
last two months. We did
all that we could to get
it out on time. The rest
was up to our pas t
printer. Accept our apologies and I'm sure is
won't happen again . . .
DUTCH
When Bill Flaherty
asked at a restaurant the other day what
the best dish in the house was, they
pointed to a table. There sat Betty Lou
Hedgepeth.
Speaking of Bill Flaherty, as you all
know each month I pick some one whom
I consider to be outstanding in personality
and "Dub" them the p ersonality of the
m onth. This month I have chosen Bill as
the P ersonality of the Month.
A little over twenty three years ago,
on March 13, 1926, in the town of Bardstown, K entucky, a quiet little lady was
blessed w ith her third son. After quieting h ~ m down long enough to give him
the name of William, Mrs. Flaherty pr oceeded to rear the bald headed tyke. (Incidell tally, he is still a little bald around the
fron t side too.) Short and smooth topped
led a normal life as a youth, skipping
rocks across the ponds, raiding the cookie
iu r, slippin g out of work, and the usua l
m 'schievous acts that youn g boys get into,
S condary and High School ed ucation w as
~ qu i _ ed between th e towns of Fairfie:d,
L omfield
and Bardstown, Kentucky ,
) "' m~ iel d is about 12 m iles, 100 hills an d
Visit
The

Cdlege Street INN
Herb and Maxine

Famous
F or
Q Foot L ong Hotdogs • Soft Drinks
• Sandwiches
• Ice Cream
• S hort Orders

10,000 curves from Bardstown, home of
th e immortal songwriter Stephen Collins
Foster who I have heard wrote that tantalizing tune, "P ut Down the J ukebox
Grandma, You never could carry a tune. "
-Bill "Fringe Around The Top" Flaherty
was president of his senior class of the
F. F. A. He played football and basketball
but was p articularly fond of basketball.
To prove it he played on the varsity for
two years.
Well, in 1944 Bill gra duated and signed up for one of those extended expense
paid tours that Uncle Sam sponsored. The
next two years were spent in the army,
chasing all over the U. S. and Europe
where to his utter amazement there was
a war going on. The 8th Division was
his home until the Germans thought
that he would like prison camp better
so they captured him. Bill didn't like
weinerschnitzel so he sent word for his
friends to come after him. On their way
to pick him up his friends won the war so
Bill got back to the U. S. A. again.
After being literally thrown out of
the army in 1946, he began to look for
something to busy himself with. So, figuring that a business education was what he
needed for his future life he proceeded to
enroll in the Busin ess University on one
of the Public Laws in September of 1946.
His m ost social enjoyment while here in
school has been being a member of the
Toppers Fraternity, being the president
of the organization.
At B. U. he has spent three and onehalf full years but he can't deny that he's
looking forward to leaving the towers of
th is educational institution and finding
h imself a paying position for a change.
Bill says that some of the fine friends
th at he has made make him wish that
college life would last forever. (It will for
you Bill, anyone with your personality
will always have the good friends that
(Continued on page 16)

LADIES
For The Best in Holiday
Finery
Go To

Jack Russell's
Dress & Hat Shop
910 State St.
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Mel1 of Distinction
DIXON HOOD

As a very deserving candidate for the
Man of Distinction from the Business University we wish to present Dixon Hood
from Brownsville, Tenn. Dixon is a wellknown figure in the accounting department. As an accounting major he w7.l7
graduate next year.
Since Dixon has been at B. U. he has
won many honors through his untiring
work with both social and class work. He
is now serving the Juniors as their president and he is also presiding officer of
the Pi Tau Nu social fraternity. Dixon entered the B. U. after serving three and onehalf years in Uncle Sam's Army, being discharged with the rank of first sergeant in
1946.
Best of luck to you Dixon, from the
staff of TNT and yow many friends.
NICK DIACHENKO

I

I

We take pleasme in presenting Nick
Diachenko, popular senior at Western
Kentucky S tate. Mr. Diachenko hails from
Gary, West Virginia, where he attended
Gary High School and made quite a record
in football and in extracurricular activities. Nick made all-West Virginia center
in 1942 and graduated the following June.
Shortly after his graduation, Mr. Diachen ko entered the Army and served in
t he infantry for t hree years. Eighteen
months of this period was spent in the
S outh Pacific where he .fought in several
famous battles and gained the rank of sergeant. H e received the Purple Heart for
wounds suffered at L uzon.
Nick entered Western in June, 1946. He
has been a power on the Hilltoppers' football team for four years and, too, has
played a prominent part in dmmatic
circles at the College. H e possesses fine
talent as an actor.
Mr. Dia ch enkn won the R nbinson Dec7am'ttion Award in 1947 and, in 1948, came
in first in the Ogden Oration contest.
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GOSSIP

(Continued from page 9)
was-it it tru e that Connie F. and George
M. were dating two of the Morgantown
beau ties a certain Saturday night recently? I think so and they seemed to b e having a large time. All of them, incidentally.
Our gal Roybe, from a little town in
Kentucky finds happiness on these weekends and the tours she's been taking recently? Have you tried Hadacol lately?
It's recommended by doctors all over the
country and some in the city, too.
. F riends, the time has come when I feel
I must give you this spicy item just turned over to me by one of my many spies.
Betsy Hayes and P at P atterson were doin'
th e Homecoming events as a pair. Leave
us find out how long this has been going
on. Can anyone enlighten me?
Innis Carr and R ussell Leslie definitely
seem to like each other's company. Quite
a steady affair lately.
Gigalo was doing all right for himself
Homecoming. He evidently has a line
that's pretty convincing since his gal from
U. of K. came down for the week-end.
Incidentally, she was driving a yellow convertible. What charm! What class! Streamlined body! T o what am I referring? Form
you own opinion. Smooth sailing (or
should I say driving?), Gigalo.
La ta ta de do, oh yes, another juicy
morsel just popped into my fee ble mind
(I can see all those heads nodding agreement with reference to the status of my
mental capacity. I assure you, you are so
righ t.) Where was I? Oh yes, I saw li'l ole
J enny L yles with a certain red-headed
Bowling Green boy (namely Kimbrough)

Drink
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t'other night. Me thinks a romance could
be brewing between these two. Shall w e
keep a sharp look-out for their fu t ure
get to-gethers? Agreed? Well, I r eckon so!
As I was sitting atop one of Bowling
Green's BETTER Drug Stores (sp ecial
sale on Hadacol) t'other night, th e first
couple to come into focus (I was t rying
out my new field glasses) was Mack F orman and Mary McLain. I believe I'm righ t
in stating that this is a new twosome. Can
anyone inform me as to the status b etween these two?
When the lights come on again, all
over the world. Who wanted them to
come on a few days ago w h en the Hill
was in complete darkness? I can 't think
of anyone. In fact, I've been led to believe that everyone had a charming time.
Why doesn't someone ask "Chick" Settle
his opinion of the matter? I'm su re he
wouldn't mind giving you his interpretation of the situation.
Does anyone have any old teleph on e
numbers you aren't using? I'm getting
desperate, no dates, no n uthin. What does
a gal have to look like besides Lan a
Turner or Ava Gardner to get a date ?
Will someone please give me a little advice on how to win friends and influence
people? Also, the ' latest beauty creams

~
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and exercises for improving the figure.
Surely my best friends would tell me if
I had any detrimental characteristics such
as B. 0., halitosis, gaposis, etc. Will someone come to my aid? But quick!
There was quite a party at the Cedar
House, Halloween. Gad! What a crowd!
Some were and some weren't in costume,
that is. I've never seen so many people.
The old-time members of the "W" Club
took this opportunity to do a little weeding out as far as Freshmen boys hair
sty les were concerned. I'll say one thing
boys, don't worry about dandruff, you
don't have enough hair now to cultivate
the stuff.
And speaking of Halloween parties, a
certain local pub had one to celebrate the
occasion. Some were down but none were
out. Incidentally, a little local talent was
unEarthed in the form of a crooner-John
C. to be exact.
Well, well. Let's see what's next on the
line. Oh, yes. Has anyone noticed Joan
Trumbo and her flame? Tell me, is this
becoming the thing or just another passing fancy?
Imogene Page and Bill S. seemed to
en joy the Sadie Hawkins shindig at
Beech Bend.
Homecoming is really a great thing,
(Continued on page 24)
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The Battle of Bloody Gulch
By W . M. Fatkin
At first you couldn't hear the steady
thrum of hoof-beats on the hard-packed
road; they were too far away. Then,
after awhile, when they came nearer, you
could hear them. As usually happens
when they hear a noise, heads began to
lift and eyes to turn inquisitively in the
direction of the sound. Down at the end
of the main street, where the sandy road
disa.ppeared onto the wastes of the rolling
praIrIe, a cloud of dust became visible as
the rider came within seeing distance.
J ersey Joe, a grizzled old desert rat,
shuffled to the center of the road and
gazed expectantly off to the West. Then
he turned around-the sound was coming
from the East. "I betcha that's 'Big Tex
comin' hell-bent-for-election," he muttered through his tobacco-stained whiskers.
"Ain't no other yahoo around these parts
can ride thataway."
Sure enough, it soon b ecame apparent
that the rider was Big Tex. Astride a
r~ngy bay hac~amore , his hat hanging to
hIS neck by ItS rawhide cord, h e was
blasting the quiet of Bloody Gulch with a
pair of wicked looking six-guns and
whooping in undisguised exhilaration.
There was some undefinable something
about him which bespoke the fact that
it was his day to howl.
Litt~e Tex, the wonder horse, slid to
a stop In front of the Fat Chance Saloon.
Big Tex did not have to climb out of the
saddle ; he simply picked himself up out

, TYPEWRITERS FOR , RENT
$4.00 Month 3 Months $10.50
ROYAL

of the dust. Little Tex was a wonder at
surprises of this sort.
Standing there brushing the dust from
his levis, Tex was typical of the old West.
Fr0m the toes of his boots to the crown
of his broad-brimmed Stetson, he was the
picture of all the cowboys of all times.
His face was burned the color of old
leather by the wind of a thousand ni.g hts
on the open prairie and his eyes wrinkled
at the corners by the light of a thousand
suns.
Still absent-mindedly brushing the
dust from his clothes, h e dropped the
reins over the hitching rail and strode up
to the long board-walk which lined the
dusty road. All good cow-ponies are
trained to stand for hours when the reins
are dropped to the ground and Little Tex
was no exception. Tex had raised him
fro m a pup and had trained him lovingly.
Now he turned his back and walked to
the door of the Fat Chance. Suddenly
h e stopped. The p ounding of hoofs on
the narrow street pulled him around in
his tra cks, his fingers curved hawk-like
over the butts of his long guns. It was
only Little Tex galloping back to the
ranch.
"Dad blame that critter," growled Tex
under his breath. "I'll kick his ribs in
when I get back home tonight." He turned and entered the saloon.
Just inside the swinging doors sat
Tennessee J ones the Sweeper and as T ex
nassed, he w hispered the fateful words
"Alabam's in town and looking fe;
trouble. He's gettin' liquored up across
the street. He's a gunnin' fer yeo
.
Tex passed as though he hadn't heard
and swaggered up to the bar. So Alabama was back, was he? Well, it was
bound to come and now was as good a
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tiI;Ile to get the thing settled as later.
Lucie-Belle would have her decision
made for her today. And the right man
wbuld win; Tex would see to that.
The noise of the saloon had died to a
low hum at Tex's entrance. The players
at the tables watched with awe, the
swinging guns on his hips while the gaudily dressed dance girls gazed at his broad
shoulders with tenderness foreign to their
heavily made-up faces. The two guns
swung like pendulums as he walked to
the bar. They were unique, and the
re'a son Tex was the fastest man alive on
the draw. Twenty-five men could have
t estified to this if they could have testified. But they would never testify to anything. Victims of a particularly virulent
form of lead-poisoning, they slept beneath their rude crosses on boot hill.
The guns were affixed to the belt by
a ,single rivet on which they swung as a
pivot. Instead of the lost motions exp~nded in reaching down ~or the guns,
pulling them out of their holsters, and
bringing them forward again to fire; Tex
m er ely slapped the butts with the palm of
his hand c~using the guns to swivel on
the rivet pivot, and pulled the trigger.
It : was a trick an old Indian had taught
h(m. He was as fast as greased lightning.
.J.-'ushing his way into the space that
had been made for him at the bar, he
spoke to Kentucky Joe, the bar-keep who
was busily swabbing the bar with the
tail of an old shirt.
"Gimme a double shot of sassparilla,
Kentucky," he growled. "I gotta wash
the dust out of my mouth,"
In a lull in the conversation, Tex
heard a voice down at the end of the bar.
"Who is that big red-headed galoot and
what makes you think he's so tough?
Sassparilla, ha."
. Tex leaned over the bar and looked in
the direction of the voice. It came from
a tall man whose guns hung low in the
sty Ie of the professional gunman and
whose hard-bitten face w9re the pe.r:pitu'al
sneer bf the bully.

"I'll show y ou how tough I am," replied Tex, quietly. "Kentucky, give me
that drink in a chipped glass-a dirty,
chipped glass." Taking the drink that
Kentucky handed him, he quaffed it without batting an eye and then stepped back
from the bar, his fingers poised hawklike above his guns, "Reach for your
hawg laig, stranger," he growled, "cause
I'm aimin' to ventilate you."
The stranger knew he would have to
m ake his play. With a motion of in· credible swiftness, he drew his gun and
pointed it at Tex. Tex waited until the
g un was levelled and made his own draw
which was only a blurr to the entranced
audience. The reports sounded as one but
Tex's was the earliest by the fraction of
a second. A large round hole appeared as
if by magic in the center of the strangers
forehead and his eyes flew open in
wounded amazement. His bullet plowed
into the floor. Tex did not wait to see
the result of his shot but turned again to
the bar as the gunman crashed to the
floor like a pole-axed steer and lay still.
Tennessee, the sweeper, came from his
place beside the door and, grabbing the
dead man by the feet, dragged him into
the back room. It was a hard country
and inhabited by hard men. Life was
cheap.
Tex drank another glass of the fiery
stuff, relaxed against the bar, and let the
burning sensation reach out to every part
· of his body. A drink felt mighty good
' after a month on the wagon. Suddenly
all sound in the saloon ceased; the slither
of cards on the tables stopped slithering,
the shuffle of feet on the floor stopped
shuffling, and the piano player stopped
pianoing. It got awful quiet. Some inner
sense warned Tex that all was not right.
' He gazed into the mirror and into the
barrels of two enormous guns. There di· rectly behind him stood his ancient enemy
· Alabama AI, an intense hate burning
through his pale blue eyes.
"Don't turn around," he growled in a
hoarse voice. "I gotcha covered."
(Continued on page 20)
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A ROUND WITH DUTCH
(Continued from page 10)
you have now). I won't be here (I hope)
but everyone remaining in January will
hate to see Bill leave in Mayas much
as he hates to leave them.
That's our personality for this month
so let's get on with the characters . . .
A local doctor walked into a room and remarked, "Pretty swell joint you have
here,"-gently bending Sue Trammel's
knee to see if she was seriously injured
in the accident at Tenth and State when
a Studebaker ran a red light and struck
her. Dick Cash was on the spot for a
quick investigation of the damages . . .
S. O. T. wants to know if he can put vitamin pills in his drinks to sorta build himself up while he's tearing himself down
. . I heard a rumor the other day that
Edna and Don were apartment hunting
for after the happy occasion. After confronting Edna with the story I was decked
with an emphatic NO. If seems that Edna
doesn't even go steady . . . Seaman and
Mrs. John D. "Smith registered in at a
local hotel one afternoon. Nothing was
seen of either until about ten the next
morning when the blonde and beautiful
Mrs. Smith appeared at the cashiers window with a bank note of very unusual
appearance. "How much is 50,000 Rubles
worth, Dearie?" she asked the cashier.
"I'm not entirely positive," answered the
cashier, "but off hand I'd say it was worth
about 50c."-"Why, the dirty so and ·so,"
exclaimed the erstwhile Mrs. Smith, "I
even paid for his breakfast! " . . . Ayshia
Herman pours down a cup of coffee, bolts
down a doughnut and dashes madly for
Mr. LeGrande's class. Mr. LeGrande must
be hard on his students who are late to
class . . . The other day Mr. Hill was explaining the difference between Socialism,
l"ascism, Communism and Capitalism. In
communism you have two cows, the
government takes both; in Socialism you
have two cows, the government takes both
gives you one back and gives your neighbor one; in Fascism you have two cows,
the government takes both and gives you
the milk from one; In Capitalism you have
two cows, you sell one and buy a bull.
- ... , The queen of bees, a social soul, was
so much opposed to birth control; And
that is why there seems to be so many
sons of bees . . . The latest tip on engaged couples is Beth Francis and Harold
Greenfield. The best of luck to you both
and all the happiness in the world for
you . . . The LATEST surprise marriage
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is Doris Gabbard, now Mrs. Douglas
Ragan and Doug. Our best wishes to you
two also and may all your troubles be
little ones . . . One of the lowest forms
of human life in a thief. One of these low
forms of life let one of the sample class
rings stick to his finger when the J ostens
representative was here. A few days ago
the same, (I say the same because I'm
sure there could only be one of these
leeches around) person took the pencil
sharpener from outside the bookstore. If
his conscience hurts, and it should, he
could put the ring and pencil sharpener
on the bookstore shelf some night late and
no one would know who he is. Squirm,
worm . . . Jack McAlister had a wreck
on his way home one weekend and Faye
Wakeland was dying to ask him if he was
hurt but due to the fact that they weren't
speaking she couldn't ask him. The suspense was killing her. Now they are on
good terms again, for a while . . . Jeanne
Sullivan was very content over the Sadie
Hawkins week-end. Jim Bennett came all
the way from West, by God, Virginia to
see her .. . The Sadip Hawkins Day was
a big success socially. The contest winners
were: Fay Wakeland-Daisy Mae; Julian
Harper-Lil' Abner; Ruby Moore-MoonheRm McSwine; and Roy Clark-visitor
from Lower Slobbovia. Contrary to an
overheard rumor the race was not fixed .
A couple of novelty acts were included
for color but other than that the race was
on the level. The slower girls who couldn't
catch a fleet footed boy were aided and
by dance time everyone had a date. It was
novel to see Lewie Harman Jr. with a full
head of hair and George "Frenchy" Fortin

with a mustache. One of the beautiful attractions of the evening was Irene Fortin
dressed as Lonesome Polecats Indian Girl
Friend. Dr. J. L. Harman Sr., Past President. entered into the spirit of the day
and had patches all over his coat. Everyone had a terrific time, especially Cecil
Tompkins, who is always taking his
friends to the cleaners. (he's a laundry
man in his spare time) . . . "Salty" Dunbar has the little boys wild. If everyone
had her smile the whole town would be
lit up like a Christmas tree . . . Word
just got to me, but I would like to personally welcome to Bowling Green from my
home town of Lexington, eight new students at Western. Namely: Jim Dunn . J im
Harralson, Bette Leathers, Betty Flynn.
Jo Gragson. Wilma Wilson, Arlo Wilson
and Dick Snyder. There is no Golden
Horseshoe; Zebra; Canary Cottage; Twin
Gables; Green Dome; Joyland or Rockhouse here but I'll be seeing you at the
Moose Lodge, Melody Club, Bill Hardins,
Maple Lanes or Boots and Saddles . . .
Speaking of Boots and Saddles, whoever
the g-irl from Louisville is that thinks she
can sing should get a concensus of opinion
before she tries again . . . A comely
young lady went for a swim in a nearby
secluded spot, but neglected to take a
towel with her. She had come out on the
bank and was allowing nature's balmy
breezes to dry her, when she happened to
hear a rustling in some bushes nearby.
"Who's there?" she asked. A rather high
pitched voice replied, "Willie."-Said the
gal: "How old are you Willie?" and the
wee small voice replied, "79, damn it."
. . . Here's another gripe from the stud-

-and to all of you we.extend our wishes for a Merry
Christmas - and a year ahead chock full of good
health, happiness and prosperity!
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ents. It's getting increasingly hard to
break even' on the dances given. On that
we all agree-BUT-I also agree with the
studes who asked me to express this complaint. Who wants to carry a girl to a
dance where he will be relieved of her
when he hits the door and not see her
again until it's time to put on the feed
bag. The stags are ruining the reputation
of terrific dances that we used to have.
TRUE-stags keep the party interesting,
but when there are more stags than girls
it looks like the time the USO troupe hit
Seymour Island, you can only get close
enough to get a split-second look. Come
on fellows, a lot of lovelies sit at home on
dance nights just wishing they could go.
Let's be sporting about the situation . . .
Life Guard (with girl in his arms) "Sir, I
have just resuscitated your daughter."-to
which the father replied, "Then by Gawd,
you'll marry her." Mary Jackson had quite
a birthday party. Duple Grant and Earle
Woodward, Bobbie Tucker and Edgar Pun,
and Claude Begley took Mary. Everyone
had a terrific time and then Mary was
one year older. Happy Birthday Mary
. . . Dimple Kitchen and Bill Rudd,
Margarite Mitchell and Bill Flaherty had
an enjoyable evening at the Boots · and
Saddles Club. Did you all enjoy the floor
show as much as our party did? . .. The
latest word around school is that there is
a woman for every man and the iceman
has his "pick" . . . There was a big stag
party one night at a local club and the
principles had a party fine time. Included
in the party were Bill Jackson, Eddie
Nangle (who has fallen madly for Jean
Am brey), Hal Sebastian, Louie Harman,
Hank "Lagroan" LeGrande, Charlie Ping
and Tom Dooley . . . Now here's two
couples we'd like to see more of. Frances
Taylor and J im Garrett, Esther Higgs and
Bob Franklin. Don't keep in hiding people
the world awaits you . . . Ber ry Dobson
in his spare time has been seen with an
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attractive brunette named Hilda Willoughby. Mighty fine Berry . . . "Well, I
might as well put the motion before the
house," said the chorus girl as she walked
across the floor . . . Did you know that
Tutt Snodgrass is an excellent baby sitter. Tutt, the lad's mother said that he
could get up to go to the bathroom. Just
because he gets up 10 to 12 times in a half
hour doesn't mean necessarily that he
doesn't want to stay in bed . . . Was
that Eva Hammond I saw with Fay Smith
on his last trip to Bowling Green? . . .
Vicki Ratcliff just left for New York
again: Better luck this time Vicki . . .
Poppy Hagan and Louis Rahall agreed tJ
disagree, but it only lasted one night. Both
were out looking for each other and now
they're steady again . . . Jim Phillips
and Dave Boaz make it hard for the less
brainy in Econ. I. Quit it fellows . . . Bill
Howard was seen with that gorgeous brunette Ruby "Moonbeam" Moore. It's good
to see them together again . . . Barbara
F . got deathly sick on one half glass of
suds. That'll learn you, dern you . . . Oh
how I wish "Snap" Snodgrass would stop
waking me up in class . . . Annabelle
Eubank is Florida bound and Charlotte
Hardin would love to go with her. Me too,
Charlotte . . . A woman's ideal man is
one clever enough to make money and
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foolish enough to spend it
Bob Duke
has sold his motorcycle and by now has
delivered it and bought a car. Thanks Bob
it was getting cold riding that "short way
to the grave" out to the country . . .
Jeanne Ferguson is the tricky little brunette with the bangs who always seems to
have a brand new sweater on. The girls in
the house where Jeanne lives always seem
to have dates. Must be contagious . . .
Bill Lashlee studies quite a bit but when
he isn't studying you can bet your bottom
dollar that Charlotte Roberts will be busy
as a bird dog . . . Abe Curry keeps pretty
much to himself. What's the matter Abe,
no skirts on the line? Or is it someone
back home? . . . Recently when the lights
went out and everyone had to eat by
candlelight it reminded one of a French
Cafe. No one knew hardly what he was
eating until the lights came on. I heard
Jack Willis tell some one to take their
teeth off his finger. You shouldn't have
tried to take a piece of her steak, Jack.
. . . At a recent football game the crowd
cheered wildly as the team trotted on to
the field. Eleven determined men going
forth to fight for the old school; to give
all they had; to keep the name on top.
Always with them was Sammy. All the
boys knew Sammy. On the campus, his
genial personality had won him many,
many friends. He turned and faced the
fans. A smile broke out. There was confidence and poise in his stance, arms bent
at the elbow, filling his sleeves with a
bulge of iron muscles. With an assuring
tone in his voice he barked: "Peanuts,
candy, popcorn, cigarettes!" . . . No sooner had I stepped across the threshold into
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the room than I felt myself hurled into
the air like a projectile. Everything seemed to swim before my eyes. The floor receeded from me with a sweeping speed
that made the room about me blur and
'flicker. The ceiling seemed to drop on me
and a horrible sickening nausea overcame
me as I saw it would crush me like a
juggernaut. One brief instant and I was
plunged into water with a resounding
splash! Someone left that darn soap on
the bathroom floor . . . Mr. Hill has a
new suit. Congratulations from everyone,
especially Dr. Dodson . . . Jane Benge
and Joyce waited in front of school for a
long time one day to go for a ride. Finally
the fellow gave up and came out to take
them . . . It's good to see Karol Kluss
back in school . . . George Manley is
twice as glad as we are . . . Twirp season
is here and the girls are in their glory.
Defini tion of Twirp-The Woman Is Requested to Pay. The girls, although broke
as usual, have been knocking themselves
out buying cokes and coffee. The last of
the week calls for a visit to the Plantation,
Boots and Saddles, Melody Club, Moose
Lodge and the Turkey Strut. Better get
your mother to declare a dividend girls.
. . . Speaking of dividends, the monthly
meeting of stockholders in the see-vee
company will be held at Vans on the first
weekend after the first. Subject of the
meeting will be naturally liquidation and
a stock dividend will be declared . . .
The weekend of Nov. 11 was homecoming
at Eastern. Western played them and
unfortunately lost. Allen Jenkins came
dawn from Dayton to see Juanita Kallam
(Continued on page 22)
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THE BATTLE
(Continued from page 15)
Tex, his fingers curved hawk-like
above his guns, resisted with every fiber
of his being, the impulse to turn and
fire.
Instead, he gazed unblinkingly
through the mirror, into the hate-filled
eyes of his enemy.
Alabama continued. "There ain't room
enough in this town for you and me and
one of us is gonna go. Lucie-Belle would
have married me if you hadn't come
around and I aim to git her yet. I'm
gonna give it to you in a minute so say
your prayers if you got any to say."
Tex continued to stare into the maddened eyes behind him. There was nothing else he could do. The steely glint of
his eyes spoke a message of retribution
stronger than a thousand words. It was
a trick an old Indian had taught him. He
continued to stare, and suddenly, as his
tense muscles began to throb with the
exertion, he noticed a change. The eyes
began to shift nervously and the guns to
waver slightly. Was that fear that was
replacing the unreasoning hate? Yes, that
was fear that was replacing the hate. Alabama knew, somehow, that even though
he should pull the trigger, and before
the bullet could reach its fateful mark,
Tex would be able to swivel his guns
backward on their rivet pivots and fire ,
using only the mirror as a basis on which
to aim. Tex was a fast hombre with his
guns and Alabama was afraid.
He blustered his way out. "I'm gonna
give you a chance you don't deserve," he
growled. "At sundown, I'll be at the end
of the street awaitin fer you. When y ou
come, come ashootin', cause I aim to kill
ye." He backed to the swinging door~
and was gone.
I
Tex relaxed and leaned against the
bar. The saloon came back to life. The
:feet began to shuffle again, the cards
,began to slither, and the piano player to
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piano. Noone molested Tex. They knew
he wanted to be alone to plan his next
move. They knew he would win out in
the end. And in Tex himself, there was
no fear. He could rely on the clean living
that years on the open range had fostered
and on the pure thoughts that had become a part of him under the prairie sky.
He finished his drink, tossed a quartet
to the bar, and passed through the crowd
to the door.
As the doors swung closed behind him,
Tex stood blinking in the rays of the sinking sun. Were his eyes deceiVing him?
Could it be possible? No, his eyes were not
deceiving him and it was possible. There
sitting on the seat of a buckboard like a
queen on a throne, was Lucie-Belle.
The stylishly cut burlap which encased
her youthful body, failed to hid her budding charms. She seemed to curve inward exactly where she should ~av.e
curved inward and to curve .outward in
the exact places where it was most enticing to curve outward. In the words of
a century later, she was stacked! Her
golden hair, tied in the upsweep of the
time with a piece of twine, flopped in
ringlets about her heart-shaped face. The
golden flects which floated on the surface of her hazel eyes, added a uniqueness to her shy gaze. (Some of her catty
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friends in the town said she was crosseyed.) Now she turned her limpid gaze
upon the approaching Tex.
"Howdy, Mam," he said as he reached
the wagon.
"Howdy, Tex," she replied.
"Goin to the hog-rassle tonight, mam?"
asked Tex.
"Sure am," replied she.
"Goin with me, mam?" asked Tex.
"Alabama asked me first," she answered.
"What if he don't show up?" returned
Tex.
"Then I'll go with you," said LucieBelle.
"Thank you, mam," spoke Tex softly.
"I'll be by to pick you up."
The girl watched the powerful play of
muscles through the thin shirt as Tex
turned and walked away. The sun was beginning to set.
The sun was touching her magic fingers to the peaks of the distant hills,
changing them into a fairyland of golden
hues as Tex reached the end of the street.
He paused, gazed once at the rolling
land that was his home and turned to
face the town. Down at the end of the
street he could see Alabama waiting. He
started toward him, his fingers curved
hawk-like above the butts of his trusty
six-guns. He walked slowly but purposefully, little gusts of dust rising beneath
the soles of his high-heeled boots. Suddently there was a little tug as though
an invisible finger had plucked at his
shirt. Then he heard the shot. Alabama
was firing already! Big Tex continued
to walk slowly and inexorably toward his
arch-enemy, oblivious to the whine of lead
which seemed to encompass him. He
walked with his elbows jutting out from
his body, his long thin hands ready for
the strike when the time came. Alabama
was firing nervously now and his aim was
bad. But he couldn't miss much longer;
Teen-Age
For Girls

Roblee's
For Young Men
X-Ray Fitted Shoes
Bowling Green's
Newest Shoe Store

Adams Shoe Store
428 E. Main
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the gap was narrowing and Tex was still
advancing. It was a trick an old Indian
had taught him. Unnerve your opponent
with a steady advance. Tex's eyes gleamed with a stetly inner light as he approached.
His life seemed charmed.
Now it was almost time. The gap had
narrowed to ten paces and still he refused to draw. The sweat was pouring
from Alabama's face as he met the eaglelike gaze of the man from Texas. Casting caution to the winds, he began to
fire Wildly and at that distance he couldn't miss. Tex felt the first slug as it
tore through his chest. It was like the
firm tap of a heavy hammer. Still he
refused to draw. The hammer tapped
again and again and again. NOW WAS
THE TIME! Tex went for his guns! But
as he reached to swing them forward in
the old lightning draw, all the strength
seemed to flow from his body. He felt
light-headed and weak as a child. He
dropped to his knees straining for the
guns on his hips. He dropped from his
knees to his chest and from there to his
face in the dust, his fingers still poised
hawk-like above the butts of his guns . ..
And then as from a great distance, he
detected the woodsy smell with which he
had always associated Lucie-Belle and
there she was beside him, kneeling in
the dust at his side. Cradling his curly
head against her spacious bosom, she
cried, "Tex, you've been hurt."
"Naw," replied Tex, smiling weakly
into her tear-dimmed eyes. "It's just a
flesh wound. I'll be up and around in
no time." Then he died.
Lucie-Belle arose from the dust, brushed her skirt and walked over to Alabama.
"You old thing you," she said coyly, slapping him playfully across the
mouth with the back of her hand. "What
do you mean shooting up my admirers
like that. Pretty soon there won't be
anybody left around here for me to go
out with."
"Baby," said Alabama, grinning goodnaturedly. "You'll have to hump your'self to take care of me so don't go flicking those cock-eyes of yours at anyon~
else or they'll go the way Tex went. NoW
let's get out of here; we still have to
get dressed for the dance."
Clinging possessively to his arme, she
mounted to the buckboard beside him and
rode off into the sunset, leaving us to
ponder on the fickleness of women and
Tex, the unconquerable, lying in the dust
of the street of Bloody Gulch.
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A ROUND WITH DUTCH
(Continued from page 19)
and both, with Juanita's sister Betty and
Betty Bowcock went to Richmond to see
the game and attend the dance that evening. Everyone had a wowuva time. . . .
Don Riley and Barbara Fox are knocking themselves out telling each other how
good lookin' they are. Let's not break our
arms patting ourselves on the back . . .
Lita Lewis and Frank Martin are still on
the "pretty regular" list. At all the dances
and functions they'll both show up . . .
Jack Mac is still beating his brains over
the backward policeman . . . When you
take one of George Fortin's tests you've
had it. He expects miracles . . . Happy
birthday to Betty Daffron who had a
birthday on Nov. 17 . . . Speaking of
birthdays, Mary Jackson's birthday is
June 13 and she just gc;>t through celebrating another one. How many birthdays
a year do you have, Mary? . . . Dennis
Vaughn and Pat Grant are in steady company now and Jean Angel has been seen
with John "Horselaugh" Johnson several
times. Is something brewing, Jeanie? . . .
The dirtiest poke that I ever heard was
the one about the little colored boy who
fell in the mud puddle . . . Martha
Brauns has vision of going home for the
holidays. Better stay here and get in on
some of the parties Martha. . . . Who
was it in the Inn the other day that said
he was like the nose with the cold, he
had to be running along. . . . Randall
Riley is making a slow start with the
girls in his class. Don't flunk them all
Pear Shape . . . Edna Corey and Charlie
Thompson are almost steady. Edna says
she's working on it. . . . Well friend (I
still have the same one) space has run
out and I still haven't gotten around to
all of you but again I will say that I
will try again to get to some more of
you in the January issue. Be good and
if you can't be good be careful. Remem-
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ber, if you have anything you want me
to put in this column just send it to Dutch
Isert, Business University, Bowling Green,
Ky., and to my anonymous friend of this
month, I have done what you asked me
and you will have it this month. To all
of you I would like to leave this parting
thought. We should strive to bear patiently the trials and sufferings that we have.
We must realize that we, as individuals
or as members of society, are directly responsible for some of our aches and ills.
Let us not loose sight of our countless
blessings; for then this life will not be
completely devoid of happiness and sunshine. Let us weigh our blessings with
our sorrows. None of Us will then complain.
A Merry Christmas to each and everyone of you, the nicest people in the world.
We appreciate the privilege of knowing
you.
Sincerely,
Dutch
One of Our frosh went to a wedding
the other day where the final words uttered by the bride were, " . . . until
debt do us part."

•

' A musical production came to town.
The billboard read: "50 Beautiful Girls
and 45 Beautiful Costumes."

•

In the par lor there were three
She, the table lamp and he
Three's a crowd, there is n~ doubt
So the little lamp went out.
'

•

Throughout the year we sit in class
like this, but when it comes to exam
time, WETRYTOSITLIKETHIS.

•

. Professor: "Young man, how many
tImes have I told you to get to class on
time?"
Student: "I don't know, I thought you
were keeping score."

•

. Little Willie was walking his new girl
fnend home from school. Both were eight
years old.
'
"Margie," said little Willie "you're '
the first girl I have ever loved.';
.
"Just my luck," said Margie, "Ive
drawn an amateur again."

•

Judge (to couple~ : "Caught on a dark
road, eh? What are your names?"
He: "Ben Pettin."
She: "Ann Howe."
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Bolts Out Of T'he Blue
Another month has passed here at
dear old B. U. and a lot of changes have
come about. The leaves have turned
from a pale yellow to a deep orange and
are falling off the trees in large numbers
and I am sure that by the time this magazine comes out the trees will be bare
and winter will have set in with all its
beauty. One of the big events of the past
month was the Sadie Hawkins day race
which was an escape from the everyday
grind of studies. All of the students at
B. U. were glad to spend their afternoon
seeing the costumes of their fellow classmates and friends. Some of the boys
were dressed like Lil Abner but most of'
them were dressed to represent nothing
ever before concocted by the human ? ? ?,
mind. One of the characters which Al l
Capp created was sadly neglected (the
Kigmey). It seems that the student body
expected the faculty to resume the memorable position and that the faculty disagreed with them. George Ligon seems
to like to go to Hopkinsville more and
more each week. I don't suppose the fact
that Bethel college is there has anything
to do with the fact. I found out this week
that he was in such a hurry to get over
there that he put slabs of concrete in the
back end of his car so as to enable him
to attain higher speeds. Norris Armstrong seems to like the corner of Ninth
and Main in the same city. He thinks
that the police are very considerate in
this particular place. Peaches Smith just
can't seem to realize why it is that her
room seems to be so topsy-turvy everytime she comes in it. I am sure wooly
Booger wouldn't know anything about
this unusual happening. It s~ems te'r rible
that Mrs. Vance is going to give away
so many free meals just because of a
little football game. Everybody is waiting for the Thanksgiving holidays to roll
around with many good times and a recess from school. I hope everybody has
a wonderful time but as you, rejoice take
time to think about how lucky we are
to be living in the U. S. A. where we
have so much to be thankful for. There
are a lot of people all over the world that
only have the clothes on their backs to
be thankful for. It seems that Bowling
Green High School is going to have a
very nice gym to have their basketball
games in. In case you haven't seen it,
go over to the corner of 12th and Center

streets and watch the proceedings. I hear
that Earl Schultz is thinking about taking
a fatal step in the near future. Freedom
is a great thing (I think) ? ? ? A little
bird told me that Sam Holdscloth had
a wonderful time in Nashville this past
week-end, but it seems that people must
get some sleep once in a while and I
don't mean once in a great while.
It ,
seems that all people can't be happy :
though. I heard a certain boy named
Coldslaw say that he was unhappy because of the fact that when 'he was born '
his name wasn't Rockefellow. Mr. For- '
tin had just finished explaining our daily
Accounting problem. I think he was
thinking about hiring an accountant to ,
audit his work I came to school the '
other day and parked my car in front
of the Sweet Shop because I couldn't find
a parking place close to the school. I :
went to a class and when I came out there
was a note in my car which said the
parking limit was thirty minutes and
you were supposed to go to the U,niversity
Inn or the Sweet , Shop while you parked
your car there. I thought I would pass
on the information to the rest of the students so they wouldn't make the same
mistake that I did. I'm sorry, George, I
'd idn't mean any harm. While I am giving out information I would like to tell
Rupert Cox that in order to get a ten
minute write in typing you have to type
thirty-five words a minute w.ith not more
than five errors'.
It seems that he got
it mixed up and has been trying to type
five words a minute with no less than
thrity-five errors. It sems that as long
as there is a world to live in there will
be bookkeepers, good ones, bad ones and
then just average ones but we all know
that among these bookkeepers there must
be one that is better than, all the rest.
All of us 'here at B. U. know that this
super deluxe model must be here among
us somewhere. If there is ever a contest to see which one is the best I am
sure that I would like to enter William
Lashlee because I am sure that he has
never made a mistake (in bOQkkeeping~
since he first picked up his pen and
started to work. In signing off
would
like to say that "A fellow doesn't· know
how lucky he has been until he is unlucky."

.r

Bob McKnight

,
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GOSSIP
(Continued from page 13)
isn't it? You can always depend on renewing some of the old acquaintances and
all that. Several rolled in for the event.
For instance, Sas and Charlie Welborn,
Sue Langley and Bill L., Billie Purdy and
Dick Tay lor, Dot Fanelli, Violet R.
Skaggs, Betty J. Miller, Dot Coffey, J o
Ann Smith and so on. Anyway, 'twere
good to see 'em back again.
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The doctor rushed out of his study.
"Get my bag at once he shouted.
"Why dad," asked his daughter, " what's
the matter? "
"Some fellow just phoned he can't live
without me!" gasped the doctor, reaching
for his hat.
His daughter breathed a sigh of relief.
"Just a moment," she said quietly. "I
think that call was for me."

•

Mr. Harman, Jr.: Well, what did you
think of this course?
Bill Rudd: Well, sir, I thought that it
was a very all-inclusive course. Everything that was not covered during the
year was covered on the final exam.
We're In Business For Your Health

Pea rson Drug Co.
Phone 34
Bowling Green,

Kentucky

QUESTIONS
A sign of omission is found with ease,
Phonetically speaking, it's found between these.
It's twice shown here, and if you stop to think
About the difference, you'll find the missing link.
1, 2, 3, 6, 7 about this time of year
Is spread and wished by people far and near.

ANSWERS WILL APPEAR IN THE
NEXT ISSUE OF YOUR MAGAZINE

~~

WINNERS
LOUIS A. RAHALL
BILL KING
LULU WELLER
JOYCE BRECKER
JO ANN JONES

R ULES FOR CHESTERFIELD HUMOR MAGAZINE CONTEST
t . Identify the 3 lubjecta in back cover ad . All clues are in ad.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
S.

A

Sub m it an.wer. o n C h esterfield wrapper o r ruaonable facsimile to this publication office.

Firat t e n correct answers (rom different . t udcnuwl n a carton ofChelterficld ell, rette. each .
Enter III many al you like, but one Chesterfield w rapper or facsimile mUlt .ccompany each entry.
C ontelt elOIcl midni, ht. o n c week .rter this ilSue', publication date. New contnt next i"ue.
Ans ..... er. and names o f ..... ianer......iII appear in the next iuue.
All an. w er. beco me the property of Chest erfield.
Deci.ion of judie. will be fina l.

LAST MONTH'S ANSWERS a: WINNERS
FILE in the title "The File on Thelma Jordon."

B

CHESTERFIELD. A form-fitting coat and a pleasure.giving
cigarette.

C

CLAUD POPE. A cirrus, nimbus or cumulus is a CLOUD.
Change one letter and you have CLAUD. Sisal, manila
and hemp is ROPE. Change one letter and you have POPE.
WINNERS •••

NANCY BUREN
BEN MURPHY
BOBBIE SMITH
DICK AYRES
MARIL YN CORN

HEY
FELLOWS!
LOOKING
FOR:
Fraternalism
Friendship

. . ... ... .. ........ .

. . .. ... . .. ..... . . ... .

Mutual Understanding .......... .
Sick Benefits ... . ..... .... ..... .
Death Benefits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..

Family Benefits .... . .... . . . .. . . .

MOOSE
LODGE

Social Privileges ......... .. .. .. .
Community Service ............. .
Old Age Protection .......... . .. .
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